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Brief summary of the dissertation 

The dissertation takes as its object of study the enormously influential anthology The 

New American Poetry. While anthologies are often treated to comparative studies (e.g. Marjorie 

Perloff and Alan Golding), no sustained scholarship has yet examined so minutely the production 

and dissemination of this one anthology in itself. To this end the dissertation reexamines the 

anthology through the lens of Cold War scholarship that has defined the literary field in recent 

years. The author highlights two central questions to the project: “why was Allen’s model of 

American poetry so effective, and are the anthology’s divisions and conflations still useful for 

critics today?” Further, while the anthology established one kind of model for poetic community 

based on a so-called division of the “raw” vs. the “cooked,” it also established a benchmark for 

gendered and racial divisions that continue in the poetry of today.  

Brief overall evaluation of the dissertation 

This is a very good dissertation. It provides a definitive intervention in the literary 

history of the New American Poetry and the sociological landscape of experimental poetries 

since, particularly with regard to the heuristics of gender and race. Its service to readers stands 

out foremost because of the attention to print culture in ways that resonate with the increasing 

attention of literary scholars on the institutions that shape individuals, communities, and their 

ideas about poetics. 

The dissertation contains four chapters, each valuable in its own right. The first 

scrutinizes both the construction of the anthology in its own period and its immediate, 

sensational success in the years/decades that followed. The second chapter turns to the Cold War 

ideologies that influenced Allen’s editing. The third chapter looks at the genealogy of 

“community” as pertained to the ideals of Allen and his cohort. The chapter accordingly takes the 

anthology as an index of changing marital and sexual norms across the volatile period of postwar 



years. The fourth chapter closes the dissertation by unpacking the conflicted notions of 

“America” in the anthology (with special attention to the leading contributor Charles Olson). 

The author is to be commended for the trenchant analysis throughout the dissertation. 

Readers will find particularly valuable the richly detailed account of the anthology’s creation on 

the editorial and publishing side. We learn of the contracts, finances, sales numbers—drawn 

largely from Allen’s archive at UCSD. This methodology draws on editorial/production archives 

that have not been tapped in large part because literary historians continue (long after the “Death 

of the Author”) to celebrate individual poets or poetic communities rather than parties that were 

behind the scenes. The crucial resources for this study include Allen’s papers at Mandeville 

Collection (University of California in San Diego) and his correspondence with contributors such 

as Robert Duncan at the Poetry Collection at the University of Buffalo and Charles Olson 

Collection at the University of Connecticut. The author also unearthed a rich array of 

contemporaneous reviews of the anthology to buttress the analysis. Finally, the author managed 

to secure interviews with figures directly and indirectly connected to the anthology including 

Donald Hall, Joanne Kyger, Robert Pack and Edward Field (interviews which might be 

published separately for the general interest of readers who follow the New American Poetry 

legacy).  

 I wish to underscore several points where the anthology intervenes definitively in literary 

history of the last half century. For instance, the rich passages about the hard sales figures of the 

anthology are revelatory to readers (admittedly like myself) who have largely approached the 

featured poets through formalist frameworks. The author diligently lays out those figures from its 

immediate publication through a later revised edition from the University of California Press. 

Even better, we see the human side of the finances, such as the moments where Robert Duncan 

wrangled with Allen and came off as infamously demanding about payment for his works. 

(Indeed, the Duncan material could be published as a standalone essay. As the author memorably 

writes, “The poet would become a thorn in Allen’s side, withdrawing his poems from the issue at 

first and generally being difficult to work with in the future. Ultimately he would call Allen’s 

idea of a ‘regional anthology... Strange.’”) 



Further, the section drawn from Allen’s correspondence is one of the most original 

contributions to scholarship of the period that I have come across lately. I recommend excerpting 

it for a scholarly article at the soonest opportunity. While several other studies have examined the 

raw-cooked legacy in subsequent anthologies from the 1960s to the 1980s (Language poetry and 

poetry wars) and the 2000s (American Hybrid), rarely have these studies used behind the scenes 

research such the letters from Marjorie Perloff to Allen that illuminate the process of canon 

making and canon breaking. The archive reveals central connections to an exhibit of visual art 

called The New American Painting that gave Allen a model for his use of poetics statements in 

the anthology (again this part could make a valuable standalone essay). The archive also reveals 

Allen’s debt to Daisy Aldan’s earlier collection, including where he sought to distinguish his 

editorial project. Finally, readers will appreciate the detailed focus on Allen’s exclusions from the 

anthology based on generation (Kenneth Rexroth) and nationality (Irving Layton and Gael 

Turnbull). 

Personal contribution to the subject 

 In addition to the research and the interventions in the field noted above, I was gratified 

to absorb a thoroughly original analysis from an author located outside the borders of the nation 

in which the anthology was published. The author participates in a trend towards global or 

transnational inquiries exemplified (as cited in the dissertation) by Jahan Ramazani, Wai Chee 

Dimock, and Donald E. Pease, but the author is also able to bring in perspectives and sources 

that are unlikely to come up stateside, such as the largely forgotten Roy Harvey Pearce book The 

Continuity of American Poetry. It was truly revelatory to know the book was based on lectures he 

conducted in Salzburg in the shadow of the Iron Curtain. Finally, it was particularly notable to 

find Robert Creeley identified by his internationalism given his peripatetic life through the 

1970s.  

Questions for the author (and minor editorial suggestions for a future book edition of the 

dissertation).  



-The dissertation is framed at multiple points around the raw vs. the cooked model, but it also 

problematizes the binary. In particular there is the astonishing letter from Lowell to Duncan that 

appears to be a gesture of solidarity. There is also a moment where Hall mentions never having 

heard the name of Allen Ginsberg when he edited his anthology. Could you therefore 

differentiate between personal allegiancy, division, or animosity and institutional canon-making? 

I.e. how are the anthologies products of their institutional limitations rather than subjective 

constructions?  

-The chapter on the exclusion of women and writers of color reveals poets that could have been 

included because Allen knew them personally--such as Bob Kaufman. Here I would suggest 

looking at the scholarship on Kaufman and black experimentalism by Marian Damon, Aldon 

Nielson, and Evie Shockley. Cathy Park Hong tends to focus segregation in contemporary / 

present circles at the expense of noting this prior groundbreaking scholarship. Given that your 

work takes up questions of contemporary poetry, I am wondering if this dissertation might offer a 

degree of correction against the forgetting or amnesia that troubles the present. 

-The genealogical work on Allen’s phrase “the community of love” recovers the debt of NAP to 

Rexroth and Rukeyser.  (87) As the author notes, “Donald Allen didn’t invent the community of 

love. The phrase has connotations that stretch back to the New Testament. The idea of a 

community of love for Allen and post-war poets might have included this Biblical connection, 

but more relevant uses of the phrase came from Kenneth Rexroth, the Catholic Worker 

Movement, American communes of the nineteenth century, and Hegel, all of whom used the 

concept of the community of love as an ideal for human existence, based on mutual affection 

rather than commerce or competition.” Section 3.2 delivers a thorough mapping of such 

relationship models in the anthology, but could the argument here benefit from attending to 

feminist and queer studies of the New American Poetry? (E.g. Rachel Blau DuPlessis and 

Michael Davidson are the touchstones, but I’d also recommend Juliana Spahr, Linda Russo, & 

others.)   



Conclusion 

I strongly recommend the submitted dissertation with the tentative grade of pass. 

August 14, 2017      Kaplan Harris 


